Golf catches the new technology wave

Restoring greens for play in 24 hrs.

By MARK LESLIE

Pebble Beach, Calif. — Coming soon to a golf course near you: Sand Channel Greens. The company, which promises to add drainage channels to old pushup greens and have them playable in a day, is expanding this winter into Southern California, Arizona, Las Vegas and the Northwest, according to Marketing Director David Lansdell. "And we're looking to establish a machine on the East Coast. We have two machines going full-time now, and we want to be up to five next year."

The former "Cambridge greens" process, which used a vibratory plow so disruptive it took months for turf to heal, also has a whole new life: cutter wheels. With these cutter wheels, the machine can

Continued on page 32

The WholeView image from a flyover shows turf health, from the less healthy browns and yellows to the more healthy greens and dark greens.

Flyovers foresee future of turf health

By MARK LESLIE

Thank you, Dr. John Schott. Schott, of the Center of Imaging Science at Rochester (N.Y.) Institute of Technology, was an early pioneer of digital enhancement of infrared images. Today, combining that technology with Global Positioning Systems, CAD and digital mapping from LinksManager software, golf course superintendents can "see" situations developing on their turfgrass weeks before they are visible to the human eye.

"It's an exciting prospect to integrate all these technologies for the maintenance, construction and redesign of a golf course," said Bob Katula, president of Links Diagnostics, Inc. (LDI) here.

In its agronomic service, LDI flies over a property taking infrared images revealing the photosynthetic rate of the plants

Continued on page 38

Taking irrigation into the future

By MARK LESLIE

St. Bruneau, Quebec, Canada — A golf course irrigation control system that may change the industry has been installed at one of the oldest golf courses on the continent, Mont Bruneau Country Club outside Montreal, and at Widow's Walk Golf Course in Scituate, Mass., which will open in July.

"They just might revolutionize the irrigation industry," said Dr. Michael Hurdaan, a golf course architect from

Continued on page 36

Niemczyzk on non-traditional turf treatments

Dr. Harry Niemczyzek is professor emeritus and coordinator of turfgrass entomology research at The Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center of the Ohio State University in Wooster. He received his bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees from Michigan State University. His research on turfgrass insects and behavior and mobility of turfgrass pesticides has been widely published. Recently he has been doing extensive research on biological controls of turfgrass insects.

Golf Course News: Could you describe the progress of your work regarding biological controls for insects?

Harry Niemczyzk: I've been studying the effects of entomopathogenic nematodes, parasites that destroy cutworms, grubs and other insects. Several have shown good results. They are introduced live into the soil, seek out the insects, enter their bodies and cause the insects to die.

GCN: What products are showing promise?

HN: We've had some good results on grubs with a product called Crusser by the Ecogen company. The key is getting the nematodes through the thatch and into the soil. It's hard to introduce them since they can be destroyed by desiccation and ultraviolet light.

LESCO has a product called Vector that's been pretty good. We've had some good results on grubs with a product called Crusser by the Ecogen company. The key is getting the nematodes through the thatch and into the soil. It's hard to introduce them since they can be destroyed by desiccation and ultraviolet light.
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Sand Channeling, a bad-drainage ‘fix’

Continued from page 19

The concept itself is almost foolproof,” said superintendent Geoff Blind, who did all 18 greens at Hillendale Country Club in Phoenix, Md., in the fall of 1992. Even with the old vibratory plow and its disruption, Blind endorsed the procedure.

His 40-year-old, bowl-shaped greens were virtual water collectors, and in 1992 hot, humid and very wet weather combined to devastate the high-population poa annua greens. Sand Channel Greens installed its drainage matrices that fall.

“In the spring of 1993 the greens drained unbelievably,” Blind said. “We had 62 inches of rain in 1996 and I had a little trouble in September because of a lot of play, shorter days and our aerification program. But the greens recovered quickly. It makes them so much more resilient.”

Blind is trying to get superintendents in his area to commit to Sand Channel projects to get a machine there. “I have some low wet spots on my course that I want to drain,” he added.

“It’s an idyllic application to get water off a green and get it to perform better,” said superintendent Bob Zoller of Monterey Peninsula Country Club here.

After maxtrixing two greens and two tees last spring, Zoller reported in January: “The tees were extraordinary. They were everything I would have hoped they would be. We chose very level areas that didn’t drain at all, and they are now our best tees instead of quagmires.

“The greens drained quite well. They typically were unmowable for two or three days after a heavy rain. This allows them to move the water through well.”

“Quite frankly,” Zoller added, “it makes me think I’d like to try doing bad fairway areas. The application there would really be something.”

“Landing areas on fairways and tees are very attractive applications,” agreed Lansdale.

“We did Toronto Country Club’s fairways just prior to the Gold Rush Open. On a new course things start bubbling up where no one knew it would be an issue.”

Zoller pointed out that installing this matrix drainage system will not perform to the level of a rebuilt green. The surface can still have soft soil between the splits. Yet the cost differential is major.

It costs $30,000 to $40,000 to rebuild a green. Blind said it cost him a dollar a square foot to do his average 4,800-square-foot greens.

“When we do it turnkey it is roughly $7,000 per green... smaller greens with bunkers are harder to do,” Lansdale said. Plus the
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Wisconsin GCSA elects Kienert to rule in 1997

The 250-member Wisconsin Golf Course Superintendents Association (WGCSA) has re-elected its slate of officers, headed by President Mark A. Kienert of Bull's Eye Country Club in Wisconsin Rapids.

Vice president is Scott H. Schaller of North Shore CC in Menasha, while Kristopher J. Pinkerton of Oshkosh CC is treasurer and David A. Brandenburg of Rolling Meadows GC in Fond du Lac is secretary.

Elected to two-year terms as directors were David E. Smith of Abbey Springs GC in Fontana and Gary Tanko of Sentryworld in Stevens Point. Other current board members are Past President Mike Semler of Bishops Bay CC in Middleton, Andrew Kronwall of Lake Geneva CC and Charles Shaw of Nagawaukee GC in Pewaukee.

A bad-drainage fix

Continued from previous page

superintendent’s crew works with us, removing spoils and returning sod strips to the channels."

"The cost isn't bad," said Zoller, "not when you consider that golf courses have done serious drainage work on fairways, removing sod, taking out 6 to 8 inches of soil and capping them with sand. That can run into $200,000 a fairway. With this method, they are charging $12,000 to $15,000 an acre. You might have a couple acres on a medium-sized, par-4 fairway. It at least bears some trial before deciding against it."

"It's vast savings," said Lansdale, "plus the down time is a big, big issue with some people. We go in with our system and then recommend a diligent aerification program to address the space (that native soil) between the channels. You aerify it to get the water percolating into the channels. You can come close to a sand-based green by disturbing and working with the soil."

While the tee and fairway application is easy because the 2-inch strips of sod are not replaced (the turf is left to heal on its own), Zoller said superintendents should realize that on putting green projects, their crews are responsible for putting sod strips back in after the Sand Channels are made.

"We ended up with eight to 10 people on the green for four days straight as they were doing the work," he said. "Those people are almost all working at putting the 2-inch-wide sod strips back in the ground. The application is only as good as your sodders are. I figured there were over 3 miles of 2-inch sod strip on one green. So basically the finished product isn't going to have as much to do with them [Sand Channel Greens] as it is with your crew and their ability to do a good sodding job."

"It was real proud of my guys. It's back-breaking work and very repetitive for four days."

Each green takes four days to complete and, the fifth day, it is back in play.

Lansdale also pointed out that old golf courses wanting to maintain the character of their green designs are possible clients.

"You have a classic design and don't want to disrupt it. You put in our system and end up with drainage," he said.

"In the last year we've done four Alister Mackenzie courses," Lansdale said, among them Green Hills, which did two greens, Montecino Country Club in Santa Barbara, and Pasatiempo Golf Course in Santa Cruz.

For superintendent Dean Gump at Pasatiempo the work was deja vu. He had 11 greens done in 1988 with the old vibratory system, then four greens in 1995 with the Sand Channel method.

"The Sand Channel method seems to be performing much better than the old system," Gump said. "We had double the rainfall this year, and those four greens were better than the others on the course."

"The beauty of our system is return customers," like Pasatiempo, Lansdale said. "We are at a 70 percent return rate."
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